
MONTREAL: Will Canada’s Liberal
leader Justin Trudeau win a third term as
prime minister or will Conservative
leader Erin O’Toole ruin his plans? With
a week to go before crucial snap legisla-
tive elections called by Trudeau himself,
the two parties are virtually tied. As the
last week of campaigning kicks into high
gear, the most recent polls show the
Liberals and Conservatives each with 30-
34 percent of the vote, and the leftist
New Democratic Party with about 20
percent. Smaller parties account for
the remainder.

By calling for elections well before
the usual end of his term, the 49-year-
old Trudeau is hoping to again secure
a ruling majority in the House of
Commons, which he lost when voters
went to the polls in 2019. But after a
month of campaigning for the Sept 20
vote, that goal seems “unattainable”,
according to Andre Lamoureux, a pro-
fessor of political science at the
University of Quebec in Montreal. “He
could once again end up with a minority
government, but he’s playing with fire,”
Lamoureux told AFP.

Trudeau, the son of former prime min-
ister Pierre Trudeau, swept to power in
2015, unseating the Tories, who had been

in office for nearly a decade. If neither
the Liberals nor the Tories - who have
alternated as the ruling party since 1867
- are able to secure a majority of the 338
seats in the lower house of parliament,
the winner will have to form a minority
government.

Ultimately, the election will be a refer-
endum on the policies of Trudeau
because the Conservatives’ ideas “are not

more popular than they were before”,
says Genevieve Tellier, a professor of
politics at the University of Ottawa.
Voters have realized that “Justin
Trudeau’s decision to put himself back on
the campaign trail was grounded in very
strategic calculations,” Tellier told AFP.

His rivals have repeatedly said in

recent weeks that the campaign was a
useless one as parliament is working
fine - though Trudeau has called it dys-
functional - and the country should
instead be focusing on the fourth wave
of COVID-19 cases. “Now is not the
time for an election. Why in the middle
of a pandemic did you call an elec-
tion?” O’Toole asked Trudeau in last
week’s debate.

End of Trudeaumania 
Worn out after six years in office,

and weakened by a series of political
scandals, the one-time golden boy of
Canadian politics has lost some of
his luster. On the campaign trail, he
has been dogged by protesters,
many of them enraged by his poli-
cies for handling the coronavirus
pandemic, including mandatory vac-
cines. One demonstrator has been
charged with assault for throwing

stones at the premier.
In late August, he was forced to cancel

a campaign event for security reasons.
“We cannot afford four more years of
Justin Trudeau,” said NDP leader
Jagmeet Singh, calling the current leader
a “big talker but little doer” on climate
change and the environment. “The ‘sunny

ways’ promised by Trudeau in 2015 seem
well far off, and all many voters see are
empty words,” Tellier said.

Regional politics at play 
But Trudeau has hit back at his critics

in recent days, casting himself as the
only credible leader among the candi-
dates and saying O’Toole doesn’t have

the bona fides to run the Group of
Seven nation, which is also the world’s
fourth largest oil producer. He has por-
trayed O’Toole as weak and ineffective,
said his policies on climate change are
insufficient and labeled him as an
extremist for caving to the anti-abortion,
climate skeptic right wing of the
Conservative party. — AFP 
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Macron’s former 
bodyguard on trial 
for beating protesters
PARIS: President Emmanuel Macron’s former
bodyguard appeared in court yesterday on
charges of assaulting two young demonstrators
during an anti-capitalist protest in 2018, an
incident that caused deep embarrassment for a
president who promised an “exemplary repub-
lic”. Macron, who had made integrity in office a
cornerstone of his 2017 election campaign, was
forced to fire Alexandre Benalla after a video
emerged showing him striking a young man
and grabbing a young woman by the neck at a
May Day protest in Paris.

The former bouncer, now aged 30, was
wearing a police helmet, even though he had
only been given leave to attend the protest as
an observer. The presidency was accused of a
cover-up for failing to report Benalla to the
police until French daily Le Monde revealed
the existence of the video two months after the
incident. “Benallagate” ballooned into the first
major test for Macron, who swept to the presi-
dency with a pledge to restore faith in public
authorities.

His government survived two no-confi-
dence votes in parliament, but a Senate inves-
tigative panel that questioned key Macron
aides found “major flaws” in the administra-
tion’s handling of the affair. Benalla was
charged with assault as well as unauthorized
interference in police matters. Wearing a dark
suit and a face mask, he made no statement to
the dozens of journalists waiting as he arrived
at the Paris courthouse.

He has denied the charges, saying he acted
“by reflex” to help officers arrest unruly pro-
testers. “Mistakes were made obviously, by me
of course, but I can put up with a lot. And I’m
far from being the only one responsible for this
shipwreck. I’m the scapegoat for the people in
power,” he wrote in a 2019 book, “What They
Don’t Want Me To Say.”

From confidant to liability 
Also on trial is Benalla’s friend Vincent

Crase, the former security head of Macron’s
centrist party, who was also filmed roughing up
protesters at the demo. Two police officers,
accused of illegally providing Benalla with sur-
veillance footage in a bid to claim his actions
were justified, will also be in the dock. Benalla
started working as a bodyguard for Macron in
2016 during what many considered his dark
horse bid for the presidency, winning over the
politician and his wife Brigitte with his bound-
less energy.

He was promoted to a senior security role
after Macron’s May 2017 victory, becoming a
trusted confidant and right-hand man seen at
Macron’s side in countless photos. “He got
noticed as someone who could fix all the prac-
tical problems very efficiently,” a former senior
campaign official said. “He thought of every-
thing, he was our Swiss Army knife.”  — AFP 

GATINEAU, Canada: In this photo taken on Sept 8, 2021, Conservative leader Erin O’Toole (left)
and Canadian Prime Minister and Liberal leader Justin Trudeau discuss a point during the
federal election French-language leaders debate at the Canadian Museum of History. — AFP 
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SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, California:
California is burning. Wildfires are
tearing through the US state at an
alarming rate and heating up the vote
on recalling the embattled governor.
Democrat Gavin Newsom’s detractors
blame him for all of California’s ills:
From the housing crisis to the march
of COVID-19. And the record-break-
ing fire season - shaping up to be the
worst ever - is another stick with
which to beat him.

“This is about the failure of gov-
ernment to do the most basic things,
like manage our forests,” Republican
candidate Kevin Kiley said. With hun-
dreds of homes already lost and thou-
sands of people forced to flee
encroaching flames, it might seem like
a winning strategy. But even those
who have seen their property
reduced to ashes say the problem is
bigger than the 53-year-old politician
at California’s helm.

“I voted for Newsom and I don’t
plan to recall him,” said Tim Close,
who learned of the destruction of his
family’s cabin near South Lake Tahoe

when he saw an AFP photograph of it
burning. “I just think that the fires
have increased. We’re in a drought,”
Close said. “You can just look over
what’s happened in the last five or six
years. And it seems like you know,
every season is getting worse.”

Scientists say man-made climate
change is making the western United
States hotter, drier and more vulnerable
to destructive fires. The blazes are a
natural part of the forest cycle, but their
increased regularity and ferocity is
down to the rise in global temperatures
caused by the burning of fossil fuels.

Anger 
Californians are voting on whether

to oust Newsom in a recall election
prompted by Republicans angered by
mask mandates, a high cost of living
and sky-rocketing homelessness in
the wealthiest and most populous
state in the union. The two-part vote
asks first if Newsom should be
removed. If a majority agree, then
whoever gets the most votes out of
46 candidates - regardless of how

few votes he or she receives - will
take Newsom’s place.

But despite Republican claims, the
fires are unlikely to play a decisive roll
at the ballot box, says Jack Citrin,
professor emeritus at the University
of California, Berkeley. “I don’t think
there’s been much discussion or evi-
dence of this. Obviously, the people

who are affected by the fires and who
have lost homes and so forth are
angry, but then the question really is,
whom do they blame?” Citrin said.
“It’s hard to know, it’s the generalized
anger that one might feel about this, if
one is a victim and forced to evacu-
ate. (But) it doesn’t really lead in any
direct way... to the governor.” — AFP 

SAN LEANDRO, California: In this photo taken on Sept 8, 2021 California Governor
Gavin Newsom speaks during a campaign rally against his recall election at the IBEW-
NECA Joint Apprenticeship Training Center. — AFP 
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Would-be German 
chancellors go 
head-to-head 
POTSDAM, Germany: Famous for its palaces that
once housed Prussian kings, the German city of
Potsdam on the outskirts of Berlin has also become
the arena for a battle for Angela Merkel’s crown in
the run-up to September’s election. Two of the
leading candidates in the race to replace Merkel-
Annalena Baerbock of the Greens and Olaf Scholz
of the center-left Social Democrats (SPD) - are run-
ning in constituency 61, which includes Potsdam. 

The battle marks the first time in German history
that two chancellor candidates have gone head-to-
head in the same constituency - a far cry from the
“safe seat” route often favored by past political
heavyweights. As seats in the German parliament are
filled through a combination of direct mandates and
party lists, Scholz and Baerbock could still become
MPs even if they lose in Potsdam - but winning a
direct mandate would be the icing on the cake.

“Constituency kings and queens have a special
legitimacy in the Bundestag,” Karl-Rudolf Korte, a
professor of politics at the University of Duisburg-
Essen, told AFP. “Both candidates have their place
secured via the list. Nevertheless, the competition is
more than just symbolic.” While Potsdam is the cap-

ital of former East German state Brandenburg, it is
more affluent than many other ex-communist cities,
with lush gardens and lakes making it a popular
bolthole for wealthy Berlin commuters.

The city also has a celebrity quality as it is home
to the Babelsberg film studios, as well as many
prominent politicians, from the far-right AfD’s co-
leader Alexander Gauland to the liberal FDP’s for-
mer secretary general Linda Teuteberg.

‘New beginning’ 
Scholz only moved to Potsdam from Hamburg in

2018, when he joined Merkel’s cabinet as finance

minister. But surveys show him currently leading the
race in the constituency, which also fell to his SPD
party in Germany’s last election in 2017 - the only
constituency in the former East Germany to do so
outside Berlin. “Being a member of the Bundestag is
the highest office one can be elected to in German
democracy, and for me it means a very direct route
to the public,” Scholz told AFP during a visit to a
vocational training center on the outskirts of the
city. “After many years in the state government of
Hamburg, this is a new beginning - and I live here. I
am looking forward to being the representative of
the citizens of this constituency,” he said. — AFP

BERLIN: (From left) Candidates for chancellor Olaf Scholz, Annalena Baerbock and Armin Laschet attend an election
TV debate on Sunday. — AFP 

French far-right 
pundit edges closer 
to presidential bid
PARIS: Top French far-right commentator Eric
Zemmour announced yesterday that he would be
stepping down from his TV show, increasing specu-
lation that he will run for the presidency next year.
Zemmour, known for his anti-immigration and anti-
Muslim rhetoric, has teased his political ambitions
since the start of the year and is to begin a national
book tour this week “to meet the French people”

The loss of his role at his ratings-topping show
on the CNews channel came after France’s CSA
media regulator classified him last week as a politi-
cian rather than a journalist. “I’m sad,” Zemmour

told the channel on Monday, while declining to rule
out having political ambitions. “I think it was
inevitable.”

The 63-year-old author and pundit, who has
been convicted for inciting racial hatred, is seen as
competition for the established far-right leader
Marine Le Pen, who has already announced her
candidacy for next April’s election. Polls currently
show President Emmanuel Macron as the narrow
favourite in the race, but analysts say the election
remains highly unpredictable.

Paris’ Socialist Mayor Anne Hidalgo announced
her intention to stand on Sunday, while the
rightwing Republicans and the Green party are yet
to announce their candidates. The CSA monitors
French television channels to ensure that all political
currents are equally represented. The decision to
classify Zemmour as a politician meant that CNews
would have had to give over more air time to rival
politicians to compensate for his appearances on

the hit “Face a l’Info” show, which airs from Monday
to Thursday. “I’ve always been involved in politics. I
tell you, journalism is politics,” he said last Thursday
after the CSA’s decision. — AFP 
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